Solution sheet

Pharmacy
management services

EXL Health collaborates with you to help
transform pharmacy management by
combining healthcare domain expertise,
analytics capabilities, and digital assets.
Our collaborative approach helps you
contain costs, enable capacity growth,
and address quality care gaps. We
empower your leadership with insights
enabling you to maximize operational
efficiencies, improve medication
adherence, and ensure appropriate
medication utilization.

Digital workflows and analytic-led
solutions to improve operational
efficiency and member experience.
Let’s partner your way to
succeed in the complex and
competitive landscape of
pharmacy management.
Our deep healthcare domain, data, and
analytics expertise gives you the actionable
intelligence and digital workflows you need
to increase member engagement, enhance
the provider experience, and improve
quality to impact the cost of care.

What we do
Data management and analytics
• We partner with organizations to
develop and execute a cohesive data
management solution that spans
across multiple lines of business.
• Provide analytics solutions using
proprietary technology to address client
reporting needs and identify internal
operational inefficiencies.
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Power clinical programs

Accelerate efficiencies

• Use advanced analytics to improve
outcomes of established clinical
programs, including incorporating social
determinants of health (SDoH) data
that increases the whole person view
for your clinicians.

• Advanced digital solutions across the
value chain to automate and innovate
without compromising delivery of
quality of care and member and
physician support needs.

Optimize member engagement supports
• Digital, AI, and analytics solutions to
increase member engagement and
transform member support center.
Optimize financial performance
• Provide a rules-based platform to
management of pharmacy rebates to
minimize leakage, appropriate payment.
• Digitize operational workflows that help
to increase financial performance.
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We meet our clients where they are to solve their
unique challenges with digital platform solutions,
deep analytics expertise, and data management
solutions that improve end-to-end processes and
operational efficiency.
How we do it
We meet our clients where they are
to solve their unique challenges with
digital platform solutions, deep analytics
expertise, and data management solutions
that improve end-to-end processes and
operational efficiency.
Data and analytics
EXL’s data management services enable
our clients to design, implement and run
scalable and cost-effective cloud-based
data infrastructure
• Future state data architecture design
• Cloud platform planning and
management
• Enterprise data integration
• Data integrity and governance
Analytics services include access to tools
and technologies as well as people - data
scientists, engineers, and analysts to
build and maintain models, reporting,
visualization, and self-service capabilities.
Population health management to drive
member engagement
EXL Health’s population health
analytics solutions provide ability
to comprehensively manage at risk
population, shifting from reactive to
proactive risk management while reducing
total cost of care and improving quality
outcomes. This includes:
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• Data-driven support to address health
equity
• Improving Star ratings by driving
improved member experience
Risk adjustment and quality
EXL Health delivers comprehensive
risk adjustment and quality analytics.
We enable our clients to achieve their
value-based risk targets, and deliver the
highest quality, cost effective care to their
members.
We also deliver a complete and detailed
view of coding accuracy to enable
our clients to proactively identify care
gaps, close those gaps and accurately
document severity of conditions for
needed treatment. Our clients are able to
accurately estimate risk scores as well
as proactively outreach to members who
are at highest risk. By combining data
structure, advanced analytic models,
machine learning and natural language
processing automation, and skilled clinical
reviews, we can help you achieve accurate
risk and quality scores. Our end-to-end risk
adjustment and quality services deliver:
• Insightful and detailed analytics,
powered by EXL Health proprietary
technology
• Bi-directional EMR integration
• Member targeting and prioritization

Clinical services

Digital solutions

Digital solution profile: EXL EXELIA.AITM

EXL Health’s Clinical Services provides
members and providers with clinical
and administrative services including
back-office utilization management and
transitions of care support. EXL Health’s
member contact center and nurse triage
services provide clinical member support
and triage, medication refills, patient messaging, complaints, etc. We offer analytic
driven and member-centric care to meet
the clinical, social, and behavioral needs of
vulnerable populations. We help providers:

EXL Health Digital Solutions provides the
best combination of analytics, robotic
process automation, artificial intelligence,
and machine learning to drive your business forward. Our solutions reduce costs,
maximize revenue and patient satisfaction.
Leveraging our innovative digital tools and
extensive healthcare and clinical expertise,
EXL provides a wide range valuable digital
solutions to streamline your front, middle
and back-office operations, such as:

A PBM-specific conversational AI solution

• Gain operational efficiencies
• Minimize or remove manual administrative functions
• Optimize workflows
• Proactively manage operational risk
• Enhance members’ and healthcare
professionals’ experiences
• Improve quality and clinical outcomes

• Digital prior authorization intake
• AI digital assistants for communications
• Natural language processing solutions
for complex documentation
• Rules based platform for business to
process pharmacy rebates

With EXL EXELIA.AITM – a conversational
AI solution for human-like interactions –
EXL Health is helping to deliver a vastly
superior and personalized customer experience in pharmacy management. With
easily scalable solutions, EXL EXELIA.AITM
not only helps increase cost savings for
our clients, but also provides a true digital
experience that is centralized around ensuring member experience is top of mind.
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Our approach delivers
results
Below is a sample of real results that
we’ve achieved for clients.
Client need:
Top 3 national PBM needed an efficient
process to review specialty pharmacy
claims for discrepancies/errors prior to
payment. As well as the ability to leverage
auditor expertise and IT resources to have
a scalable and repeatable program across
all lines of business to avoid inappropriate
payments.

Together, let’s find a
better way We use
Human Ingenuity —
our innate ability to collaborate and work
together — to understand your unique
needs and bring digital automation and
analytics led domain expertise. Let us
know how we can help solve your biggest
challenges.

Challenges:
• Limited IT resources to build a scalable
program
• Reviews conducted on an inconsistent,
“adhoc” basis with minimal results
• Lack of knowledgeable clinical auditors
to review pharmacy claims
• Increased timing and efficiency
pressure for pre-payment
EXL Health approach:
• Deployed infrastructure and data
expertise to process 1+ million claims
daily
• Developed, tested and deployed daily
algorithms and incorporated AI using
feedback loop from model results
• Performed all auditing reviews on 700
Rx/day and reporting needs through
outsourced engagement leveraging
efficient workflow platform
• Daily faxes and phone calls to
pharmacies to confirm reversals and
resubmissions
Results:
• Realized $40M+ in cost avoidance.
Program ROI 6x
• Enabled PBM to offer an enhanced FWA
package to their health plan clients
• Identified top discrepancies to pinpoint
needed behavior change and outliers
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United States (Global headquarters)
320 Park Avenue, 29th Floor
New York, New York 10022
T +1 212.277.7100 F +1 212.277.7111

To find out more, contact us

exlservice.com

EXL (NASDAQ: EXLS) is a global analytics and
digital solutions company that partners with clients
to improve business outcomes and unlock growth.
Bringing together deep domain expertise with robust
data, powerful analytics, cloud, and AI, we create agile,
scalable solutions and execute complex operations for
the world’s leading corporations in industries including
insurance, healthcare, banking and financial services,
media, and retail, among others. Focused on driving
faster decision-making and transforming operating
models, EXL was founded on the core values of
innovation, collaboration, excellence, integrity and
respect. Headquartered in New York, our team is over
34,000 strong, with more than 50 offices spanning six
continents.
For more information, visit exlservice.com
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